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We initiate coverage on the media industry with a NEUTRAL outlook,preferring MNCN over SCMA on valuations and quality of aired content. Whilewe forecast a gradual recovery in FMCG companies’ sales, which maypotentially lead to greater adspend, we believe that it will take time beforemedia companies feel the positive impacts  of the FMCG recovery.
We like the sector as we forecast a cyclical rebound in net adspend over
the medium term. With the state budget for village transfers and subsidies forthe lower income group growing rapidly, the government looks to besupporting a broad-based growth in consumer spending. We therefore bank ona FMCG recovery, over the medium term, as companies improve theirdistribution channels to take advantage of this trend. We expect greaterspending on advertisements by FMCG companies as they look to appeal to agreater segment of the Indonesian consumer.
Free-to-air (FTA) channels’ revenues are likely to still feel the impact of
the economic slowdown, over the shorter term. While we believe the “riseof the Indonesian middle class” story is still undisturbed, in our view last year’sslowdown will still be felt by parts of the economy. This is especially true formedia companies, as it will take time for FMCG companies to improve adspendas the economy recovers.
Company valuations. With the recent surge in both MNCN and SCMA’s stockprices, valuations look stretched at current levels, which is relatively in linewith their historical averages. This is keeping in mind that current optimismover the sector may not be as lofty as it was in the past.
It is still too premature to judge the impact of digitalization, despite what
is happening globally. Globally, traditional media companies have been undermuch scrutiny over the rise of digital platforms such as Netflix and free onlinestreaming platforms. However, we believe, as of date, the Indonesian mediamarket is too underpenetrated to be hugely impacted by risks such as these.Furthermore, FTA companies have started to explore into these areas,therefore posing limited downside risks.

Sector: Media

Though we are NEUTRAL on the sector, we

initiate a BUY on MNCN over valuations and

content quality.

Indonesia’s underpenetrated market shelters it

from global concerns over traditional media

platforms
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Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Sinarmas Investment Research

Population and Indonesia’s Media Advertising Market ShareHaving approximately 250 million people spread out across the archipelago, Indonesia has become one of the markets to bein for any FMCG company. Besides its attractiveness, we are also aware that there are hurdles within the market. As adeveloping archipelago, logistics issues and low GDP per capita are the top drawbacks in investing in the Indonesianmarket. Therefore, a medium that is able to capture audiences throughout the nation offers immense profit opportunities.In that regard, free-to-air (FTA) TV stations have easily enjoyed one of the highest profitability margins in the region. Datashows that FTA still dominates the Indonesian advertisement channel by holding an approximate 65.8% market share.Newspaper comes second, following the FTA channel with 20.4% market share. The gap between first and second place isunsurprising; FTA channels fulfill most of the criteria the Indonesian mass market is looking for: localized & enjoyablecontent which requires minimal effort to enjoy.

Interestingly, in Indonesia there are only a limited number of players in the FTA industry. Nielsen surveys show that inFY15, approximately two-thirds of the FTA industry is shared the among two biggest players, PT Media Nusantara Citra(MNCN.IJ) group and Surya Citra Media (SCMA.IJ). MNCN holds the largest FTA market share by commanding ~35% of themarket through RCTI, MNC TV and Global TV, while SCMA comes second by holding around ~29% through channels SCTVand Indosiar (IVM). The reason for this oligopolistic market is that Indonesia regulates the frequencies at which TVchannels can air, thus limiting the amount of channels available at any given time.
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All Time Audience Share 2015

Population 2014 (in Millions)

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Sinarmas Investment Research

Indonesia Media Ads Market Share (2014)

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Sinarmas Investment Research

EBITDA Margin 2014-2020E

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Sinarmas Investment Research
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Asia Pacific Net Adspend (2014-2015F) & Asia Pacific TV Penetration of Total Households (2013-2014)Demographics and relatively low GDP per capita makes Indonesia a darling for longer term investors. As an economydominated by people under fifty years of age, the rise of the middle class has been an ongoing story for a while. Thisrepresents huge untapped potential within the economy. The same thing is happening to the Indonesian advertisementindustry. The data below indicates that Indonesia spent the least budget for advertisement compare to its regional peers.Total net adspend of Indonesia was merely around 0.2% of the GDP in 2013, the lowest among others including Thailandand India. Indonesia’s TV penetration market is still incredibly underpenetrated.  Total TV penetration to total householdsin Indonesia was ~60% in 2014, slightly behind India at 62%. Combining an underpenetrated adspend-to-GDP and TVpenetration provides strong underlying reasons that the growth for the advertisement industry in Indonesia is stillextraordinarily promising.

Due to the relatively underpenetrated market, pricing for Indonesia TV advertisements are still relatively more economicalthan that in Thailand and Philippines. If we compare the prime time spot price with Thailand, Indonesia’s $5,400/30seconds spot is still half of what Thailand charges for its TV advertisements. We see that there are still huge upside inregards to the long term structural pricing improvement for the industry going forward. This, in turn, sets up a reliableframework with which FTA TV companies can work with going forward.
Asia Pacific TV Penetration of Total Households (2013-2014)

Net Adspend as Percentage of GDP (2013)

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Sinarmas Investment Research

30 Seconds Prime Time Spot (in USD/spot)

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Sinarmas Investment Research

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Sinarmas Investment Research

Asia Pacific Net Adspend Growth (2014-2015F)

Source: Company data, Bloomberg, Sinarmas Investment Research
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Investment ThesesWe initiate coverage on Indonesia Media sector with a NEUTRALrating for the sector. While the Indonesian structural story thatsupports the media industry remains intact, we see limited short-term catalysts to provide upside as Indonesia’s economy is still inrecovery mode. Going forward, in our view government spendingwill be the main driver of GDP growth; the benefits of this will taketime to be realized by the broader economy. The graph on the leftshows that FMCG revenues are indeed very closely correlated withad revenues, implying that it will take time for ad revenues to pickup. Within the sector, we prefer MNCN to SCMA due to significantimprovements in audience share and on valuation grounds.
 MNCN audience share has outperformed peers for 3

consecutive months.We believe that a media company that can produce a “heart-beating” content would be in a better position to bargain withthe vendors. In FY14, SCTV successfully produced a top dramaseries called “Ganteng-ganteng Serigala” which caused SCTV toretain top audience share for eight consecutive months (May-Dec 2014). However, a Nielsen survey in December 2015reported that the four top rated TV shows were aired on RCTI(pg. 7). This caused the recent gain in MNCN’s audience share, atthe expense of SCMA’s. The shows are “Anak Jalanan, TukangBubur Naik Haji The Series, Top Tukang Ojek Pengkolan andPerempuan  di Pinggir Jalan”. Therefore, we believe that MNCNwould be able to bargain for superior rate card pricing in 2016,especially during prime time.
 MNCN’s valuation discount to SCMA is unwarranted, in our

view.We currently think MNCN’s valuation (T12M EV/EBITDA 10.6x)relative to SCMA (T12M EV/EBITDA 17.9x) is unsustainable dueto two main reasons. Firstly, MNCN is actually gaining audienceshare from SCMA as we have discussed at the first catalystabove. Secondly, MNCN has actually passed its huge capex cyclespending which was primarily denominated in USD. Therefore,we expect MNCN could actually generate a healthier free cashflow generation going forward.

Source: Company data, Sinarmas Investment Research

We see media sector as a high beta play on improving domestic
economic growth on the back of better private household consump-
tion.

GDP , Selected Consumer and Selected Media Revenue
QoQ Growth

MNCN steep discount to SCMA is unsustainable,

in our view, due to better audience share and

cash flow generation going forward.

Quarterly Prime Time Audience Share 2010-2015

Source: Company data, Sinarmas Investment Research

MNCN has successfully regained the top audience share among
prime time hours. Their two most popular shows which are Anak
Jalanan and Tukang Bubur Naik Hajji being the top two program
drama series as of Dec 2015
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Key Risks:

 Prolonged soft purchasing power overwhelming the overall
economyWe are aware that 2015 was a challenging year for the overalleconomy, which in turn affected FMCG companies. Adepreciating of Rupiah currency against the USD, coupled withescalating inflation, became a double whammy for FMCGcompanies last year. We see that there is a likelihood thatdomestic purchasing power would only come back verygradually. Therefore, this situation could actually hinder theturn around story of the FMCG companies, which also affectsmedia companies. However, we see that the probability of theoccurrence of this event is relatively small due to a push back ofgovernment infrastructure and village budget disbursementprogram. In fact, the state budget for village transfers almostdoubled YoY.

 Digital advertisements to grow significantly and overtake
the FTA market shareThere is a growing concern regarding a structural shift inadvertisement industry from FTA into digital media channels.However, we are aware that this trend clearly stands at the verypremature stage, especially in the Indonesian market. When thistrend materializes, we would see limited top line growth for theFTA media companies going, forward.

Our Conclusion

 Amidst all the growing concern over the long term prospects ofthe FTA media companies, we see there is an attractiveopportunity in MNCN due to it steep discount with respect toSCMA, which is further supported by an outstanding comebackin audience share gain and having completed its heavy capexcycle.

EV/EBITDA MNCN Discount to SCMA

On 5 year average, MNCN has been traded at approximately 30%
discount to SCMA on EV/ EBITDA valuation.

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research, Company data
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PT Media Nusantara Citra Tbk is an Indonesia-
based company engaged in content and
advertisement-based media industry primarily
television channels broadcasting. Well-known free-
to-air (FTA) channels under the company include
RCTI, GlobalTV, as well as MNCTV channels.

We initiate coverage on MNCN as a BUY, with a 52-week target price of
IDR 2,490/sh, implying 23% upside. These valuations imply 13.6xEV/EBITDA (+1 SD historical median). We value this as just as we seeimproved profitability & efficiency on the back of quality shows that havegained significant audience share in recent past.
Recent gain in audience share is backed by superior TV ratings
compared to rivals, and should therefore be sustained. RCTI has gainedsignificant market share over the past three months, averaging 29% duringprime time (v.s. FY14/15 average of 17%/20%). This is on the back of highlyrated TV shows. As of year end FY15, the top four rated drama seriesnationwide had been shown on RCTI. This gain in audience share should bemore sustainable as, in our view, audience ratings don’t lie.
Margin expansion from multiple fronts is on the cards. We see hugepotential for sustained gross margin expansion as MNCN explores furthergrowth outside RCTI. In FY16, the iNews channel should contribute a muchgreater profit margin v.s. FY15 on better utilization. Euro 2016 broadcastingrights will boost margins as broadcasting costs are fixed to the pricingapplied in Euro 2012, while ad rate has grown ~80%. Furthermore, over thelonger term we see MNCN giving out less discounts as a rebound inconsumer spending should fuel greater adspend by staples companies.
End of a huge capex cycle; expect greater operational efficiency going
forward. The company has completed its  production facility costing ~IDR3 tn. As a result, annual maintenance costs are expected to be revised downby 50% to IDR 150bn upon completion of the new facility. Also, the facilitywill allow gradual cost savings from more shows being produced in-house.Upon payment of the loan used to finance this expansion, the company willalso be exposed to significantly less forex risks and investment costs.
The risks to our call include: i) loss in audience share due to publicshowing greater liking to rivals’ shows, ii) faster-than-expected depreciationin IDR, leading to greater forex loss, and iii) softer-than-expected FMCGrecovery, leading to less FMCG adspend.

Initiating Coverage

Source: Company Data, Sinarmas Investment Research

BUY

Financial Highlights 2014 2015F 2016E 2017E 2018ERevenue (IDR bn) 6,666 6,909 7,887 8,051 8,454
% growth 4% 14% 2% 5%Gross Profit (IDR bn) 3,853 3,862 4,493 4,534 4,797Net Profit (IDR bn) 1,883 1,251 1,667 2,156 2,367
% growth -34% 33% 29% 10%EV/EBITDA (x) 17.6 13.5 11.0 10.1Gross Margin (%) 57.8% 55.9% 57.0% 56.3% 56.7%Net Margin (%) 28.3% 18.1% 21.1% 26.8% 28.0%Return on Equity (%) 12.9% 15.8% 18.6% 18.4%Return on Assets (%) 8.7% 10.6% 12.8% 14.5%

Share Price PerformancePrice (IDR) 2,09552-Week High (03/16/15) 2,89552-Week Low (01/29/16) 1,18552-Week Beta 1.27YTD Change/%  240 / 12.9%
Stock InformationMarket Cap (IDR) 29,908.4BShares Out/Float (M) 14,276.1M / 5,202M
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Catalyst I: Rebound in profitability is imminent

Source: Bloomberg,  Sinarmas Investment Research

Nationwide TV Ratings, December 2015Margin expansion fueled by multiple factors

Soccer event Euro 2016 could contribute to a 20-30 bps increase in GPM (%). With the same broadcasting rights cost as in 2012, coupled with a ~80%growth in rate card, we foresee ~60% EBITDA margin for the one month event held in June/July.We expect longer term margins to stabilize at 80-120 bps above FY15E margins, at 58%. This would be fueled by increased contribution from the newschannels which generally contribute to higher margins compared to traditional drama channels, and better in-house production that would reduce costs.

 Expect net effective rate to grow 27% up to FY19E on a cyclical,mass-market FMCG rebound, thus increasing total adspend.
 Net margin to improve significantly on stable currency & end ofhuge capex cycle.

Catalyst III: The stock deserves a re-rating, in our view

Source: Company Data

Source: Bloomberg,  Sinarmas Investment Research

Rank Program Channel TVR

1 Anak Jalanan RCTI 8.4

2 Tukang Bubur Naik Haji RCTI 4.7

3 Tukang Ojek Pengkolan RCTI 3.9

4 Perempuan Dipinggir Jalan RCTI 3.75 Uttaran ANTV 3.36 Ada Apa Dengan D Indosiar 3.1
7 Kau Seputih Melati RCTI 38 Cansu & Hazal ANTV 2.79 Pangeran SCTV 2.610 Elif Season 2 SCTV 2.6

 High ratings on RCTI’s shows strongly supports its 10% gain inaudience share from Nov 15—Jan 16. Expect further gain inaudience share unless competitors can find blockbuster shows tocompete.

Catalyst II: High ratings to sustain audience share

MNCN EV/EBITDA Relative to SCMA

 We think this is unreasonable, as MNCN: i) is gaining audience sharefrom SCMA and ii) is reaching the end of its high USD denominatedcapex cycle. As the largest group of TV channels by revenue andaudience share (and growing fast), in our view the stock deserves are-rating.

Assume 52-wk TP at IDR 2,490/sh, 1 SD above historical valautions

 At target 13.6x FY16 EV/EBITDA, this would imply > 20% discountto current SCMA valuations, less than 0.5 std deviations above thehistorical discount on relative valuations. While MNCN seems to begaining market share, SCMA seems to be losing it.
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Appendix I: Financial Statements

Income Statement (in IDR Mn) 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E
Revenues 6,665,978 6,909,184 7,887,045 8,051,359 8,453,927Program/Broadcasting Expenses (2,723,338) (2,901,857) (3,233,689) (3,341,314) (3,466,110)

Gross Profit 3,852,597 3,861,764 4,492,794 4,534,482 4,797,254Operating Costs (1,337,010) (2,009,138) (2,042,677) (1,380,678) (1,446,089)Net Financing Income 28,192 (64,834) (69,391) (74,083) 29,739
Operating Income 2,543,779 1,787,792 2,380,726 3,079,721 3,380,904Tax Expenses (660,347) (536,338) (714,218) (923,916) (1,014,271)

Net Income 1,883,432 1,251,454 1,666,508 2,155,805 2,366,633EPS (Rp.) 125.8 87.7 116.7 151.0 165.8
Balance Sheet (in IDR Mn) 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E

Current AssetsCash & Near Cash Items 1,132,001 3,157,441 2,882,095 3,530,548 483,701Accounts & Notes Receivable 3,215,476 3,174,769 3,633,288 3,686,518 3,939,195Inventories 1,634,832 1,362,292 1,568,786 1,654,609 1,777,298
Total Current Assets 8,670,175 10,142,197 10,777,545 11,781,363 9,322,343Fixed Assets - net 2,659,203 3,042,957 3,251,712 3,294,466 3,321,221Investments & Others 1,973,932 1,755,727 1,914,493 2,089,135 2,281,241

Total Assets 13,609,033 15,246,604 16,249,473 17,470,687 15,230,528
Current LiabilitiesTotal Payables 718,978 782,324 871,931 934,964 1,013,358Bank Loans - current 339,990 21,260 21,260 21,260 3,700,000Short-term Loans 25,773 126,541 89,777 78,776 79,382

Total Current Liabilities 892,276 1,113,714 1,175,272 4,897,966 1,344,632Total Loans - net 3,135,397 3,900,000 3,900,000 200,000 200,000
Total Liabilities 4,215,820 5,165,092 5,251,380 5,286,902 1,745,095

EquityShare Capital & APIC 4,106,215 4,106,215 4,106,215 4,106,215 4,106,215Retained Earnings 5,354,711 6,043,011 6,959,590 8,145,283 9,446,931
Total Liabilities & Equity 13,609,033 15,246,604 16,249,473 17,470,687 15,230,528

Financial Ratios 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019EP/E 28.40 21.33 16.49 15.02 14.16Yield (%) 1.6% 2.1% 2.7% 3.0% 3.2%P/B 3.53 3.23 2.92 2.64 2.39EV/EBITDA 17.57 13.54 11.05 10.07 9.49ROE 12.9% 15.8% 18.6% 18.4% 17.7%ROA 8.7% 10.6% 12.8% 14.5% 15.8%Current Ratio 9.11 9.17 2.41 6.93 7.77D/E 0.40 0.36 0.33 0.02 0.02Debt/Assets 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.02 0.02
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PT Surya Citra Media Tbk is an Indonesia-based
company primarily engaged in free-to-air (FTA)
television channel broadcasting through its
subsidiaries, PT Surya Citra Televisi and PT
Indosiar Visual Mandiri. Well known channels
under the company include SCTV and Indosiar.

We initiate coverage on SCMA as a NEUTRAL, with a 52-week target
price of IDR 2,950/sh. This implies 19.6x EV/EBITDA, or 0.5 standarddeviations above the historical average. In our view, SCMA should benefitfrom increased adspend by staples companies following a rebound in FMCGcompanies. On the other hand, the company suffers from greater competitionand possible margin contraction.
A clean balance sheet puts SCMA in prime position to take advantage of
the sectoral recovery. With solid financials and a superior cost structure ofproducing the majority of content in-house, SCMA will be in great position totake advantage of the recovery in FMCG adspend. Likewise, the company willbe better positioned to mitigate the risk of a slower-than-expected recoveryin total adspend. Over the longer term, SCMA has been able to maintainstable audience share, with the exception of the previous few months.
Experience should get them through this rough patch. Recent declines inaudience share have partially been due to a drop in ratings of SCMA’s in-house productions. We believe that SCMA’s long experience of producing in-house content will enable them to create newer and better content that willwin them back audience share, though this will take time.
Monetization of content to gain steam. Through its subsidiary, SCMA plansto sell out in-house content to third parties. These include both foreign anddigital channels. We view this as positive as these will create longer termrevenue streams that diversify away from FTA TV revenues.
Risk of margin contraction despite discarding of seemingly lower
margin foreign content. In order to gain back audience share, SCMA hasturned to third party producers by bringing back previously famous shows(Elif, Season 2) and other soap operas. This is counterintuitive to theirpreviously superior cost structure of producing content in-house. AlthoughSCMA should see an uptick in FY16 margins due to discontinuing lowermargin foreign content, we see a longer term risk of margin contraction aspurchasing content generally costs more. Also, we remain wary of the longerterm risk of a shift to digitalization which will dampen revenues of FTA TVs.

Initiating Coverage

Source: Company Data, Sinarmas Investment Research

Financial Highlights 2014 2015F 2016E 2017E 2018ERevenue (IDR bn) 4,056 4,350 4,956 5,549 5,801
% growth 7% 14% 12% 5%Gross Profit (IDR bn) 2,576 2,758 3,057 3,388 3,488Net Profit (IDR bn) 1,448 1,511 1,713 1,884 1,933
% growth 4% 13% 10% 3%EV/EBITDA (x) 21.5 19.6 17.8 17.4Gross Margin (%) 63.5% 63.4% 61.7% 61.1% 60.1%Net Margin (%) 35.7% 34.7% 34.6% 33.9% 33.3%Return on Equity (%) 38.4% 38.5% 37.6% 34.6%Return on Assets (%) 28.9% 28.7% 28.2% 26.3%

Share Price PerformancePrice (IDR) 2,96552-Week High (06/01/15) 3,70052-Week Low (08/25/15) 2,28552-Week Beta 1.26YTD Change/%  -135 / -4.35%
Stock InformationMarket Cap (IDR) 43,353.0 BShares Out/Float (M) 14,621.6M / 5,581M

NEUTRAL
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Bet on a rebound in SCMA’s audience share, yet profitability risks remain

Source: Bloomberg,  Sinarmas Investment Research

Potentially declining long-term profitability

 Despite the cyclical nature of “famous” FTA TV content, history has shown that audience share tends to be stable.
 With SCMA’s production houses’ experience, we believe that there is an interesting risk-reward play to bet on an audience sharerecovery in the medium term.
 However, SCMA has started to turn to third party producers to gain back share—this could compress margins. Furthermore, weremain aware of the ultra long-term risk of digitalization slowly taking away profitability of the conventional FTA TV.

Clean financials will operationally benefit SCMA, though valuations seem stretched

SCMA’s EV/EBITDA premium to MNCN’s is near historical highs

Source: Sinarmas Investment Research

Audience share has been historically stable despite the booms andbusts of different content shows shown on different channels.

Prime time audience share as % of nation

Source: Company Data

To counter loss in audience share is to improve content qualityby buying from third parties—this is generally more expensive.

Valuations look stretched for SCMA, especially consideringMNCN has now gained a lot of audience share.

SCMA’s relatively solid financials
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Appendix III: Financial Statements

Income Statement (in IDR Mn) 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E
Revenues 4,055,702 4,350,148 4,956,355 5,549,344 5,801,034Program/Broadcasting Expenses (1,479,213) (1,592,167) (1,899,810) (2,161,371) (2,313,267)

Gross Profit 2,576,488 2,757,980 3,056,545 3,387,973 3,487,767Operating Costs (663,513) (761,592) (781,074) (862,279) (902,462)Other Income (Costs) 3,895 4,178 4,760 5,330 5,571
Operating Income 1,916,871 2,000,566 2,280,232 2,531,024 2,590,877Tax Expenses (468,818) (489,703) (557,551) (618,562) (628,994)

Net Income 1,448,274 1,511,079 1,713,178 1,883,524 1,932,945EPS (Rp.) 87.1 90.9 103.1 113.3 116.3
Balance Sheet (in IDR Mn) 2014 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E

Current AssetsCash & Near Cash Items 1,246,109 1,608,930 2,114,519 2,461,769 3,042,294Accounts & Notes Receivable 1,291,374 1,292,819 1,326,377 1,480,205 1,545,853Inventories 462,439 426,150 479,842 565,589 594,160
Total Current Assets 3,200,366 3,442,671 4,061,435 4,683,103 5,383,028Fixed Assets - net 761,978 927,411 1,000,708 1,068,755 1,033,552Investments & Others 497,264 502,134 504,837 508,713 509,560

Total Assets 4,728,436 5,236,016 5,962,160 6,688,826 7,357,954
Current LiabilitiesTotal Payables 461,899 503,912 619,581 716,918 767,754Accrued Expenses 246,909 319,439 380,137 412,165 429,684Advances 101,630 45,064 60,792 78,864 93,804

Total Current LiabilitiesTotal Loans - net 349,901 349,901 349,901 349,901 349,901
Total Liabilities 1,250,248 1,304,505 1,516,695 1,678,304 1,767,548

EquityShare Capital & APIC 1,012,986 1,012,986 1,012,986 1,012,986 1,012,986Retained Earnings 2,432,821 2,886,145 3,400,099 3,965,156 4,545,039
Total Liabilities & Equity 4,728,436 5,236,016 5,962,160 6,688,826 7,357,954

Financial Ratios 2015 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019EP/E 31.90 28.14 25.59 24.94 22.26Yield (%) 2.2% 2.5% 2.7% 2.8% 3.1%P/B 12.26 10.84 9.62 8.62 7.72EV/EBITDA 21.50 19.56 17.81 17.40 15.61ROE 38.4% 38.5% 37.6% 34.6% 34.7%ROA 28.9% 28.7% 28.2% 26.3% 26.3%Current Ratio 3.92 3.80 3.85 4.14 4.15D/E 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.06Debt/Assets 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.04
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